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This playful take on tarot makes divining the sacred mysteries of "what's for dinner tonight?" a snap.

Simply lay the cards out three at a time and voilaâ€”a meal appears, a vision from the spirit realm.

This dining divination game can be played alone or with hungry friends to give apathetic appetites a

mystical nudge in the right direction.
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Josh Lafayette is a commercial artist who lives and works in Boston. His work consists mainly of

letters and food and weird things, and he has worked with Nike, Oscar Mayer, Harvard University,

New Balance, Atlantic Records, American Greetings, and more. He uses his mystical knowledge

and experience to help others achieve his two favourite states of being: laughing and eating.

http://joshlafayette.com/

These cards are so quirky & awesome! I love going through the Major Arcana & seeing how they

are represented in these cards. I've seen many people write that these would be fun as a

non-serious reading, or to choose what to eat for dinner (per the game instructions in the little

booklet that is included), but for whatever reason I actually get pretty good readings off of these.

Maybe since I love cooking, the artwork, that the cards relax me a little, or a combination of any of

those things is why I connect with them so well. Best purchase this year!

I adore the artwork on these Josh Lafayette did an amazing job. It's an inexpensive deck but the



quality of the cards is pretty nice, they aren't as thick as I typically would like but they still shuffle

really nicely. I get that people use them mostly as a joke or a conversation piece, which is a great

way for others not familiar with tarot to see it in a fun light. But personally I'm going to use these

along with other decks for daily draws and for some fun spreads. It is going to take me a hot minute

to get used to the way the suits and majors are set up, but it'll be fun to work with them!So these are

definitely worth the price, either for fun or for actual tarot work.

This eccentric tarot deck is now my new decision maker when it comes to choosing what to eat. The

art is fantastic, it always finds its way to the table at cocktail parties, and looks great on a coffee

table/book shelf.This is a novelty item that can fit just about anywhere.

Josh's art is fantastic and this set of tarot cards is a creative way to showcase an artist's work. The

cards are big enough to see all of the details in the illustrations. Josh's style is pretty identifiable,

with the warm tones he chooses, and the lines. I'm going to leave these cards on the coffee table as

a conversation starter, but also to help decide what to eat. My only complaint is I wish there was a

tarot card for prunes.

I love these cards. The pictures make me so hungry. In the past I've never been able to decide what

to eatÃ¢Â€Â”those days are over!! I love letting the spirits pick each and everyone of my meals. This

card set has made me healthier and happier in ways I never imagined. Thank you Josh LaFayette

for blessing us with this food fortune!!!

Love love love this set it's super cute, but please be aware that it's not " backwards compatible "

with normal tarot cards, it's NOT just food themed, it's food cards.I don't have an issue with it, and

I'm definitely not complaining but I just want to make sure everyone else knows!

This is amusing but it doesn't match up to a journal tarot deck. I thought it was going to be usable as

a tarot deck, but you can really just use it as they recommend. I'm disappointed it is not useable as

a lighthearted tarot deck.

Great fun for humor-lovers, food-lovers and indecisive types of both. As a tarot reader, I don't use

this for traditional readings, BUT I love it for fun at parties and skeptics. As an art and illustration

collector, this is choice. YUM!
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